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NEWS FROM NIBE ENERGY SYSTEMS IN MARKARYD, SWEDEN

SOLAR PANELS ON THE WAY
TO BECOME STANDARD ON
NEW HOUSES

FUTURE CONFERENCE WITH NIBE IN MALMÖ
OFFICE WARMED BY COLD BEER
“NOW IS THE TIME TO TALK ENERGY EFFICIENCY”

K JELL EKERMO TAKES THE FLOOR

The Nordbygg trade fair proved to be
the resounding success we were all
hoping for and we are pleased that so
many of you visited us.
You will now see increased business
with all the new products we are rolling
out on the market.

KJELL EKERMO
BUSINESS AREA MANAGER FOR
NIBE CLIMATE SOLUTIONS

SUCCESSFUL FIRST HALF FOR
CLIMATE SOLUTIONS
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NIBE F2120

BREAKTHROUGH IS THE WORD!
TIME TO START TALKING ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Every time NIBE presents a new heat pump,
new and better values and new technology
are also presented. But with the launch of the
NIBE F2120 we’re not just talking about better figures. It’s a breakthrough in efficiency,
with a SCOP of over five in combination with a
class-leading working range.

EVERYONE WORKING with heat pumps in any way has got used
“Because everyone has to specify their SCOP in an ‘average
to ever higher COP for each new model. However, it’s now time
climate’, we naturally do this too,” says Jonas Thörnqvist, who is
to seriously begin using other values that more accurately reflect
responsible for air/water heat pumps at NIBE.
reality. For the customer it is always SCOP that is of interest,
“But actually we would rather talk more about our SCOP in
since it provides an illustration of what he or she will actually
a “cold climate” (Helsinki), because we have a product that has
experience.
been developed to function throughout the Nordic region. We
COP, which we have used for many years, indicates how efficient
have totally fantastic values when it’s cold outdoors!”
the product is under certain operating conditions.
SCOP indicates instead how efficient it is in operSVENSKA KYL & VÄRMEPUMPSFÖRENINGEN (the
ation over a full year in a specific climate.
Swedish Cooling and Heat Pump Association)
You could say that COP is theoretrecommends that all members also
ical, while SCOP is practical.
specify SCOP data for a cold
This is one of the reasons why
climate, but not all players on
the NIBE F2120 actually justithe market are members and usA BREAKTHROUGH IN EFFICIENCY
fies the term breakthrough!
ing different SCOP would then
SCOP value better than 5.0
give a skewed comparison.
“It would be a little like one
ALL MANUFACTURERS IN EuCLASS-LEADING WORKING RANGE
make of car indicating conrope are obliged to specify SCOP
Up to 65 °C supply temperature
sumption for urban driving,
in what is considered to be an avand another only for combined
erage climate (which happens to
EXTREMELY INSTALLER-FRIENDLY
driving.
be the climate in Strasbourg…).
Self-adjusting control system means
“The NIBE F2120 will comThis matches quite well with
true plug-and-play installation
pletely change the playing field,”
southern Sweden. Here the NIBE
continues Jonas.
F2120 has achieved a SCOP of
3-PHASE CONNECTION FOR ALL AVAILABLE SIZES
“It has fantastic selling points,
over five! In other words, one
No need to upgrade fuses or
and
if we teach customers what
krona invested in electricirebuild electrical system
these mean in reality we have a
ty yields five kronor of heat!
really great time ahead of us!”
This is totally unique, and clearLESS NOISE WHEN IT COUNTS
ly on a level with many ground
Silent fan with intelligent regulator keeps noise
to a minimum – even under full load
source heat pumps.
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SOLAR PANELS
ON THE WAY TO BECOME STANDARD ON NEW
SMALL HOUSES
The sun is blazing down over the various house models – visiting the show-home complex
and looking round the attractive, furnished houses and questioning the sales team about
everything under the sun is now a popular pastime. At the same time NIBE is out in front
when it comes to spreading knowledge to Sweden’s small homeowners about the major
benefits of solar panels.
“People who come here have their myths shattered,” says Richard
Carlholmer from NIBE.
“The solar panels last a long time, don’t cost very much any more,
and charge so well that it’s not long before they begin bringing in
money for the homeowner. Our small solar panel package generates up to 3,300 kWh per year, and in combination with our
heat pumps it means that many of the houses we see here can end
up paying just SEK 250 per month for electricity for heating, hot
water and ventilation.”
The solar energy goes straight to the coffee-maker and other
household appliances at the same moment it is converted into
electricity.
“Once you are in a situation where the solar panels are producing more than the house consumes, the surplus is sold on to an

electricity trading company, but in practice it is distributed to
neighbours. It’s truly locally-produced electricity, and also gives
you a good feeling,” continues Richard.
VISITORS ARE GREETED BY THE SCENT OF ROSES in the front
garden of the A-hus show home, where wooden house sales reps
Peter Toivonen and Henrik Lundberg are there to provide customers with information.
“We still don’t get asked very much about the solar panels, but it’s
increasing. Prospective buyers who are interested in solar energy
are really well informed about the subject. If you are into solar
energy, you notice the solar panels on the roof.
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We have one customer in Askim, for
example, who runs the whole package –
electric car, solar-heated pool and solar
panels on the house,” says Peter Toivonen.
FOR SALES PURPOSES THEY HAVE a
ready-made solar panel package that is
included under the heating system section
when homeowners are adding up budgets
and applying for building permits. An
information sheet describes how using
self-produced electricity from solar panels
from NIBE works, what it costs and how
much you get back from it.
The solar panel package consists of
panels made from silicon crystals covered
with special glass; a solar panel package
of 19.5 m2 has the capacity to produce up
to 3,300 kWh/year. Right now our price is

SEK 50,400 including VAT, but without
installation. Multiple packages can also be
combined for even greater capacity,” says
Peter.
“Customers who live in older houses
almost don’t believe the data we present
when we produce energy calculations
– we have seen huge advances in the
energy field in recent years,” says Henrik
Lundberg.
Göran Karlsson at Mjöbäcksvillan,
several doors away, explains that he has
noticed markedly increased interest in
solar electricity.
“It gets discussed, people notice the
solar panels and focus has shifted from
wind power to solar power. In addition,
the solar panels are an excellent complement to NIBE’s exhaust air heat pump

NIBE F750. I am convinced that we will
see more and more solar panels. We should
really be installing them on every single
roof in Gothenburg; the planet and the
climate needs it.”
THE HOMES WITH solar panels on the
roof in the show-home complex are A-hus,
Anebyhus, Eksjöhus, Götenehus, Hjältevadshus, LB-hus, Mjöbäcksvillan, Myresjöhus, Smålandsvillan, Västkustvillan and
Älvsbyhus
In addition to Husknuten, www.husknuten.
se, there is now also Nybygget in Arlandastad
in Stockholm with 20 show homes, www.
nybygget.se.
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NIBE HOLDS GLOBAL
FUTURE CONFERENCE IN MALMÖ
Using the overall name NIBE Climate Solutions, the business area is
taking a bigger step onto the international market.
The first step was taken at the “Step Forward” conference at the top
of Turning Torso in Malmö, which gathered together just over 80 NIBE
representatives from fourteen different countries.
THE CONFERENCE FOCUSED ON how NIBE can take a clear position on climate issues
and display smart and future-proof system solutions that truly make a difference in
reality.
With decades of accumulated knowledge the business area boasts extensive
expertise and experience when it comes to energy efficiency. Specialist knowledge
that is now highly relevant to the
political debate throughout the
world.
“I am convinced that together we can make a difference,”
says Kjell Ekermo, Business
Area Manager at NIBE Climate
Solutions.
“The situation is extremely
inspiring. The world has begun
following a new climate-smart
path and has its eyes open to
new energy-efficient solutions.
NIBE has both the tools and
the production to create a
more sustainable future. This
is knowledge we really want
to communicate to the wider
world. It’s time for us to take
a step forward and dare to
show that we have global
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PHOTO: PINPIN STUDIO. ICEHOTEL
Karel Pacourek

Gunnar Solem

potential when it comes to energy solutions.”
OUR INTERNATIONAL visitors included Gunnar
Solem from Norway, Daniela Chaloupkova and
Karel Pacourek from the Czech Republic and Søren
Krogh from Denmark.
“The event has been inspiring and I will go
home and use the tools I have gained and begin
working on new challenges,” says Gunnar.
DANIELA CHALOUPKOVA AND Karel Pacourek
emphasised potential synergies within Climate
Solutions and appreciated the fact that the group
of colleagues is now worldwide.
“NIBE feels like one big family,” says Daniela
Chaloupkova.
SØREN KROGH HAS attended
several event days at NIBE and
says that each time feels like a
shot in the arm.
“You get energy from NIBE,
but also from colleagues in
other countries. New people
have joined us from the USA and
Søren Krogh
elsewhere, but new areas have
also been added to the NIBE group. I was looking
forward to hearing more about branding and
advisory services. It feels as if NIBE is experiencing
a tremendous upswing right now and it’s exciting
to be a part of this process.”

ICE HOTEL IN
SUMMER

– COURTESY OF NIBE
The icehotel in Jukkasjärvi is one of Sweden’s major
icons, and for many years now all the hotel’s warm
buildings have been heated by NIBE heat pumps.
But now NIBE is also responsible for the actual ice!
THE ICE HOTEL, AS the name suggests, is a winter attraction. But this
year will see the opening of Icehotel 365, which will provide the opportunity to experience this unique hotel in summer too.
However, it’s not exactly climate-smart to be using the earth’s resources to enable you to stay in an ice structure in summer, and that’s
where NIBE comes in.
Thanks to 80 kW NIBE solar panels the freezing unit will be powered
with no purchased electricity required! This means that the summer
hotel can expand with no climate impact!
DURING THE EUROPEAN FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS IN PARIS the
Swedish embassy invited IceHotel, Volvo and NIBE to share a stand
with the theme “By Sweden” – with plenty of ice! All electricity for
computers, lighting and, of course, the freezing unit came from NIBE
solar panels.
“It’s fantastic that we have only been working with solar panels for
a few years, yet they are already recognised as being a big part of our
identity,” says Fredrik Snygg from NIBE.
PHOTO: NIBE ENERGY SYSTEMS

Daniela Chaloupkova

NEW SALES REP FOR

NIBE Energy Systems
Tim Litton (WaterFurnace), Fred Andriano (WaterFurnace),
John Carmody (KKT Chillers), Michael Albertson (WaterFurnace), Steve Smith (Enertech), Tim Wright (Enertech).
Some of our conference attendees had come all the way
from the USA to Malmö.
“It has been inspiring to learn more about how NIBE has
grown, their objective to ensure an emission-neutral
footprint, to listen to ideas about clean energy in the
future,” agree Tim Litton and Michael Albertson.

WE WELCOME STEFAN KARLSSON on
board. Stefan comes from Charlottenberg
and joins us from ABK, which sells NIBE’s
products in Norway. He was employed
there for 3 years and worked as a service
engineer, meaning he is very familiar with
NIBE’s range.
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HIGHER HEAT
AND LOWER COSTS
FOR HAFSTEN’S POOLS!
Hafsten in Bohuslän is one of the country’s most forward-thinking
leisure facilities. With 360 camping pitches, 60 cabins and three
restaurants they have made the transition from campsite to resort.
This year they opened their large new pool area with a water
temperature of 28 degrees – heated solely by NIBE air/water heat
pumps.
HAFSTEN IS ONE of Bohuslän’s true gems,
and has been a popular destination since
the 1800s. It has also been owned by the
same family for more than 60 years and the
focus moving forward has been purposeful.
“We have created a resort, but with the
difference that most people who come here
bring their own accommodation,” laughs
Kjell Karlsson, Hafsten Resort AB.
The latest investment is a total upgrade
of the resort’s swimming complex, with
four different pools and an 86-metre-long
water slide, that was opened ready for this
season. And the water throughout is a
pleasant 28 degrees!
“In our country it needs to be that warm

to be comfortable,” says Kjell.
“But this demands smart heating in
order to keep it economical overall.”
AFTER HAVING HEARD about the energy

costs among colleagues in the industry, a
solution based on five NIBE F2300-20 air/
water heat pumps was chosen and together
these reduce the energy costs by around 70
per cent.
“We had considered solar heating and
solar panels, but because we need more
heat the more cloudy it is, air/water heat
pumps proved to be an unbeatable choice.”

“After just one night
we had achieved the
28 degrees we wanted
in our pools”

THE WATER IN THE WATER SLIDE loses a
lot of heat as it rushes along and is a real
energy drain. In order to balance this, all
the water from the three smaller pools is
conveyed down into underground tanks
overnight, where it also undergoes extra
cleaning.
“It functions completely according to
plan, and the whole installation will be
paid for in a few years. And it’s highly
effective - after just one night we had
achieved the 28 degrees we wanted in our
pools.
“Now we are looking forward to the
summer with confidence. Even if it turns
out cold, we will have plenty of heat!”
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COLD
BEER
PROVIDES WARM OFFICES
Klackabackens Bryggeri outside Kristianstad is one of the country’s more successful microbreweries. Last winter they took a big
step and increased their production tenfold with a brand new
brewery with an annual capacity of 500,000 litres. And the
unique thing is that the same heat pump that provides
Klackabacken with hot water and a warm office also keeps the
beer cold! Or rather the other way round…

A HEAT PUMP PROVIDES heat in one spot, while reducing the

temperature in another spot. This is the basis of the technology,
and the trick is to find a location where the drop in temperature causes no problem – such as a bore hole, for example.
The installation designed by Hässleholm-based company
Teokyl for Klackabacken instead focused on cooling.
A NIBE F1255 heat pump has its collector positioned in the
jacket of the double-jacketed large closed fermenting tanks and
the brine runs through a NIBE UKV 200 accumulator tank, which
is also approved for cooling. By means of the NIBE ACS 45
accessory for active cooling, the need for cooling governs when
the heat pump starts up and the output for cooling. The latter is
possible thanks to the inverter controller. The heat then generated in the heat pump is used to heat rooms or hot water, after
which any surplus is dissipated through a air coil outdoors. If the
system is not in operation when heat is needed, the heat pump
switches to operation by immersion heater.
It has all been constructed using standard products direct from
stock.
“In an ordinary cooling system all the heat is waste heat,” says
Stefan Ohlsson from Teokyl.
“But here we make use of it and get all heat that is needed
more or less free, while having a cost-effective cooling process.”

exact level of cooling required.
The heat pump is connected to NIBE Uplink, enabling both
the brewmaster and installer to
have full control of cooling
temperature, any alarms and
System:
other parameters.
NIBE F1255 1.5-6 kW
NIBE ACS 45 (Active cooling)
“You can truly say here that
NIBE UKV 200
nothing warms as much as a
cold beer,” concludes Stefan.
NIBE F1255 is now available
in three sizes: 1.5-6, 3-12
and 4-16 kW.

KLACKABACKEN’S 7 CLOSED FERMENTING TANKS all contain

beer at various stages of the process and with totally differing
temperature requirements. One tank may require a temperature of 2 degrees, while another needs 17. Shunting is used to
mix brine of different temperatures, so that each tank gets the

PHOTO: KLACKABACKENS BRYGGERI, WWW.KLACKABACKEN.SE
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Success for NIBE
at Nordbygg
This year’s Nordbygg saw success for NIBE
with the launch of its new product platform
NIBE F2120. Huge numbers flocked to the
stand and NIBE’s message was seen throughout the venue.
THIS YEAR’S EXHIBITION STAND SHOWCASED substantial breadth
with everything from heat pumps, ventilation, hot water heating and
energy recovery to cooling, solar panels and smart homes. But naturally
focus was on the brand new NIBE F2120.
“We had four terrifically good days at the fair. There were lots of visitors, we made new contacts and met with existing customers, and there
was great interest in our new products,” says Kjell Ekermo, Business
Area Manager, NIBE Climate Solutions.
“We are launching a heat pump that not only bursts the 5.0 barrier,
but also offers an outstanding operating range. What I know is that
we are the only ones to have succeeded in this,” says Michael Lindahl,
Product Manager for air/air and air/water heat pumps at NIBE.
Other new products included new exhaust air heat pump NIBE F730
and the middle-weight in our ground source heating range – NIBE
F1255/1155 for 3-12 kW.
“We have probably never had as many new products as this time.
NIBE is known, of course, for its high level of technical development,
and this results in strong product development, which we clearly
demonstrated here at the fair,” concludes Magnus Axelsson, Marketing
Communications Officer at NIBE.

SHOWER OF AWARDS FOR NIBE F730 AND F750

A WINNER IN ALL
RESPECTS
Installer. Builder. Heating, ventilation and sanitation planner. End customer.
The environment. Yes, everyone is a winner with the new generation of
energy-efficient heat pumps from NIBE.
Not least NIBE itself, whose exhaust air heat pumps NIBE F730 and F750
have been honoured with distinguished awards and nominations in Ireland
and Austria.

AWARDS & NOMINATIONS
• Energy Globe Salzburg 2016
• Energy Globe Austria 2016
• Best Energy Efficient Product, Ireland
• Best Renewable Product, Ireland

THE TOUGH BUILDING
REQUIREMENTS for new
construction projects in Europe together with increasingly cost and
environment-conscious consumers
are paving the way for NIBE’s success. Over the year, NIBE in Ireland
and Austria have been showered
with several distinguished prizes
and awards. These include the
SEAI (Sustainable Energy Authority
of Ireland) naming the NIBE F730
as “the Best Energy Efficient Product”, while in Austria the NIBE

F750 has been nominated for
“Energy Globe Austria 2016”.
“NIBE’s ‘All-in-one system’
provides homes with heating, hot
water and indoor ventilation in
a single solution,” says Andreas
Hellstrand, who is NIBE’s regional
manager for Ireland.
“All the technology is collected
inside the housing and is totally
independent of external factors,
which makes for low installation
costs.
“The inverter-controlled com-

pressor also keeps running costs
low and the heat output is two or
even three times higher than for
conventional exhaust air models.
In other words, the NIBE F730
and F750 are popular with both
installers and end users.
“It is especially great that after
several tough years financially
Ireland is back on its feet again
and the new heat pumps come at
just the right time, which is now
reflected in the nominations,”
concludes Andreas.
EXPERT NEWS
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FINDING THE RIGHT COURSE
NIBE offers continuous training for our respective product groups. Visit www.nibe.se/
nibetraining and select the course that is most beneficial for you!
Please contact elin.hagnestam@nibe.se if you have any questions.

MARKET LEADER IN HEAT
PUMPS IN THE USA

BECOMES PART OF NIBE
In May it became clear that NIBE intends to acquire the entire heating, cooling and ventilation
operations of American group LSB Industries. This
includes the brand ClimateMaster, which is the
biggest in the USA for geothermal heat pumps for
large properties.

INTEREST IN CLIMATE-SMART heating and cooling is increasing strongly in
the USA. A few years ago NIBE purchased both the American heat pump company Water Furnace with 270 employees and competitor Enertech Global with
120 employees. The Markaryd-based company is now undertaking a far bigger
investment in North America.
In May, the purchase of Climate Control Group was announced, with six
different brands within cooling, ventilation and heating, including the USA’s
leading supplier of geothermal heating/cooling products - ClimateMaster. The
company has its head office in Oklahoma City.
“ClimateMaster’s geothermal heat pumps are among the most energy-efficient and environmentally-friendly products within heating and cooling
currently available on the global market,” says Kjell Ekermo, who is Business
Area Manager for NIBE Climate Solutions.
“We are gaining direct access to the whole US market and together we will
be able to accomplish great things in terms of even smarter energy solutions.”
NIBE BECOMES STRONGER WITHIN VENTILATION.
NIBE has gone from heating homes to delivering complete energy solutions.
One product area that is growing is ventilation, which is an important and
integral element of the indoor climate.
Last spring, NIBE purchased 50 % of Air-Site AB in Lindome, just south of
Gothenburg. Air-Site is an expert company within the field of ventilation with a
strong history of innovations, fresh ideas and qualitative product development
behind it.
“Air-Site’s entrepreneurship and technical expertise give us an excellent start
within the ventilation field specifically,” says Kjell Ekermo.

Exchange of
experience
engenders feeling
of unity

FOR THE SEVENTH YEAR in a row all the country’s
service engineers met up at NIBE’s Marketing Centre in
Markaryd to exchange experiences and obtain the latest
product information. These gatherings involve many
worthwhile discussions and plenty of laughter, uniting
the head office and service companies.
“It is with great humility and a certain amount of
pride that you stand before a team like this with so
much experience and knowledge of our products,” says
Service Manager Berry Christensson.
“Our service engineers and their field experience
are an essential element of our product and quality
development. We demand a great deal from them, and
they from us, and so this is a good opportunity to meet
with others and exchange experiences, so that you
have natural contact when you go back home. Thanks
to everyone who attended and contributed to exciting
discussions. See you again next year.”
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NIBE WORLD WIDE
NIBE Energy Systems is the largest manufacturer of domestic heating products in the
Nordic countries and a market leader in Northern Europe in the electric water heater
and heat pump segments. The mission is to supply homes and buildings with
products that provide domestic hot water and ensure a comfortable indoor climate.
The parent company NIBE Industrier AB (registered office in Markaryd, Sweden) has been quoted
on the Stockholm Stock Exchange’s O list since 1997.

T

he fact that we are now represented in over 40 markets across
Europe is a huge opportunity in itself.
If we then add our healthy profitability
and the new product platform that we
have introduced, we have never before
enjoyed better conditions for continuing along our path of international
commercial development.
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The marketing message on all the
international markets we work with
has evolved from “A world of opportunities” to “Energy for life”. This clearly
indicates what we ourselves feel: that
after many years of intensive development of our product offer and our
geographical market expansion, we can
supply a global market with sustainable

energy solutions for indoor climate
comfort and thus safeguard the future
environment.

www.nibe.eu

